Novel metal-ion-mediated, complex-imprinted solid-phase microextraction fiber for the selective recognition of thiabendazole in citrus and soil samples.
A novel metal-ion-mediated complex-imprinted-polymer-coated solid-phase microextraction (SPME) fiber used to specifically recognize thiabendazole (TBZ) in citrus and soil samples was developed. The complex-imprinted polymer was introduced as a novel SPME coating using a "complex template" constructed with Cu(II) ions and TBZ. The recognition and enrichment properties of the coating in water were significantly improved based on the metal ion coordination interaction rather than relying on hydrogen bonding interactions that are commonly applied for the molecularly imprinting technique. Several parameters controlling the extraction performance of the complex-imprinted-polymer-coated fiber were investigated including extraction solvent, pH value, extraction time, metal ion species, etc. Furthermore, SPME coupled with HPLC was developed for detection of TBZ, and the methods resulted in good linearity in the range of 10.0-150.0 ng/mL with a detection limit of 2.4 ng/mL. The proposed method was applied to the analysis of TBZ in spiked soil, orange, and lemon with recoveries of 80.0-86.9% and RSDs of 2.0-8.1%. This research provides an example to prepare a desirable water-compatible and specifically selective SPME coating to extract target molecules from aqueous samples by introducing metal ions as the mediator.